Introduction

The UN’s 2030 Agenda is not just about the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). It also includes a major focus on creating measures and processes to monitor progress. This brief looks at how one key element of this – voluntary national reviews of Member States’ progress towards achieving the SDGs – can represent an opportunity for libraries.

The basis for these reviews comes from General Assembly Resolution 67/290, which calls on governments to use the annual High Level Political Forum (HLPF) to share experiences. In doing so, they can help others – and themselves – advance more quickly towards achieving the SDGs.

Therefore, alongside statistical reporting and thematic debates, there are ‘Voluntary National Reviews’ (VNRs), where Member States choose to submit a report and present on their own efforts to implement the 2030 Agenda.

Around 40 countries a year do this, with the main limit on capacity being the time available to hear interventions. In 2022, it is anticipated that 39 countries undertake one. You can find the list on the next page.

This guide offers more information on why countries undertake VNRs, the principles they should follow in preparing them, and how libraries can benefit from being involved. Be aware that there are also, in some cases, Voluntary Local Reviews, which can also offer an opportunity to libraries to engage.

Why Do a Voluntary National Review?

For the United Nations, the objective of VNRs is to provide a means of monitoring progress towards implementing the 2030 Agenda. In doing so, they should take account of all the 17 SDGs, as well as the resources used to achieve them.

For Member States, they are a chance to consult and reflect on their overall approach. They should be an opportunity to identify areas of strength and weakness, build partnerships, and seek the advice and input of other countries in order to make faster progress.

For civil society – and for libraries in particular – they are a chance to engage in the national development process. The next section offers more information about the involvement of stakeholders such as libraries in VNRs.
What Principles Should Governments Follow in Preparing a Voluntary National Review?

Once a government has volunteered to undertake a Voluntary National Review, it is expected to prepare a report. There is guidance from the UN on the overall process, (translations into other UN languages are available on this page) as well as the structure that this should follow. Updates of this information will become available in the coming months.

To do this, the government should create a coordination structure, which can link together all relevant ministries or agencies. This should benefit from the resources and staff necessary to do a good job.

This structure will be responsible for gathering inputs from across government, as well as other data and evidence. Importantly, it should develop a stakeholder engagement plan to include civil society.

The guidance emphasises the importance of stakeholder consultations; ‘All stakeholders, including all levels and sectors of government, civil society and the private sector, members of parliament, and national human rights institutions, [should be] involved in the review and implementation processes’.

These consultations can take place through face-to-face workshops, online platforms, focus groups, written comments or by other methods. The guidelines give examples from Sierra Leone (regional meetings), Brazil (engagement with the cultural sector), Belgium (a sustainable development fair) and Kenya (where civil society representatives are part of a formal committee advising the SDG Coordinating Department).

Governments are then supposed, in their reports, to explain how they have involved civil society at all levels.

Clearly, not all countries will follow this guidance. Some may focus purely on successes, others only certain SDGs. You can find examples of reports previously submitted on the dedicated UN website.

The full list of themes that the report should cover are noted in the box below. In terms of deadlines, governments are likely to need to submit their main messages by April 2022, and then final reviews by June.

The grand presentation of the 2022 VNRs will take place during the High Level Political Forum, held on on 5-15 July 2022, at the UN in New York. Countries can present either individually, or as part of a panel, and then face questions from other Member States and civil society organisations.

Some Member States bring a representative of civil society to New York to take part in the formal presentation. Given the number of countries under review, there may only be around 15min for each presentation and questions put together.

The Perfect Voluntary National Review should...

- Be led by national governments
- Take account of all the dimensions of development, and the resources needed to achieve it
- Look to the long-term
- Identify challenges and gaps, as well as successes
- Be transparent and participatory, including reporting by stakeholders
- Focus on people, and in particular the poorest and most vulnerable
- Use existing platforms and processes where possible
- Be based on evidence
Voluntary Local Reviews

In addition to Voluntary National Reviews, there is also a growing collection of reviews carried out at the local or regional level—broadly known as Voluntary Local Reviews (VLRs). These build on the fact that many of the policies which determine success in achieving the wider 2030 Agenda are in the hands of local and regional governments.

Unlike VNRs, there is no single template for carrying these out, but rather a range of guidelines produced by different organisations, including United Cities and Local Governments, which also collects the resulting responses on its Global Observatory of Local Development and Democracy pages. In broad terms, they provide both context as to the development situation of a city or region, to match up their own policies with the SDGs, and to make commitments about future plans.

VLRs are also presented and discussed in dedicated events at the High Level Political Forum, as well as often receiving strong focus within the cities or regions where they are carried out.

What’s in it for Libraries?

As highlighted above, there is a strong expectation that countries should consult with stakeholders in preparing the report. This could go from a call for written submissions to invitations to take part in meetings or focus groups. These are great opportunities for libraries and library associations to talk about what they are doing, both in raising awareness of the Sustainable Development Goals, and in implementing them.

If done properly, the process can also open doors. Libraries can underline their role as an essential partner in development, from the local to the national level. They can build up new links with other civil society organisations, and show other government ministries how important they are.

What Makes Libraries Special as Stakeholders?

‘Stakeholders’ means anyone with an interest in delivering development. As such, all types of library can be involved, although the type of engagement may differ. National libraries may be involved through discussions across government, while library associations are part of civil society. Importantly, all should be involved.

Libraries have a particularly strong case for involvement as institutions which are not only talking about the SDGs, but also delivering them. Depending on the national situation, they may also benefit from natural sympathy, and not be seen as a threat, in the way a pure protest movement may be.

The (Suggested) Structure of a VNR Report

1) Opening Statement (from a Minister)
2) Highlights
3) Introduction (the context and objectives of the review)
4) Methodology (how was the review prepared, who was involved)
5) Policy and Enabling Environment
   a. Creating Ownership of the SDGs (how were all groups, including civil society, engaged?)
   b. Incorporation of the SDGs in national frameworks (what has the government done to implement the SDGs? Is there a National Development Plan?)
   c. Integration of the Economic, Environmental and Social Dimensions of the SDGs
   d. Leaving No-One Behind (how have vulnerable groups been identified and supported?)
   e. Institutional Mechanisms (how has the government organised itself to deliver the SDGs?)
   f. Structural Issues (what fundamental issues have been faced)
6) Progress on Goals and Targets (how is the country doing on all of the SDGs and targets?)
7) Means of Implementation (what resources are being mobilised? What is missing?)
8) Next Steps (what is planned for the future)
9) Conclusion
10) Annexes
The Experience so Far

There have been six rounds of Voluntary National Reviews to date, with all but a few countries having completed at least one, and some who have done three. IFLA has analysed all of the reports submitted by governments over this time, in order to understand how far libraries have been engaged in the process – see our reports on 2016-2020, and the 2021 update.

These highlight a general trend towards more and more reviews referring to libraries. In some cases, it is a lack of libraries that is highlighted as a challenge, while elsewhere, the work of our institutions is cited as a positive contribution. While the main focus is on the contribution of libraries to education, efforts in other areas covered by the SDGs are also mentioned, as well as work to raise awareness of the SDGs, and engage citizens in dialogue about how to achieve them.

Voluntary Local Reviews are more likely to refer to libraries in fact (report on 2016-2020, and 2021 update), with over half talking about the contribution that libraries can make. They also tend to refer to a wider range of ways in which libraries help achieve the SDGs, and include further positive examples of integration of libraries both into policy planning, and into the preparation of the Review.

Complementing this, we have also shared a review of the experience of a few library associations in engaging with the VNR process for 2021. While this highlights how different the process is from one country to the next, it highlights different ways in which libraries can benefit – through being recognised as actors in development, through new contacts in government and across civil society, and even through obtaining commitments of support.

Looking beyond libraries, you may also want to look at the report commissioned by United Cities and Local Governments (UCLG) in the context of the Culture2030Goal campaign (of which IFLA is a core member). This considered how far VNRs were including consideration of culture and heritage.

It underlines that while the original 2030 Agenda leaves plenty of possibility to focus on culture, too few countries give it the attention it deserves. Nonetheless, there are examples of good practice that can be drawn on at the national level – Italy, Cyprus, Palau, Greece, New Zealand, Portugal and Serbia made extensive reference to cultural issues. Others have developed cultural indicators, and have engaged cultural actors in their review teams.

The report also makes recommendations around working with cultural institutions and associations, and broader recognition of what could constitute good practice in Reviews. It is potentially a very helpful reference for you in your own advocacy, as well as a basis for developing cooperation with other cultural actors.

How to Get Involved?

Getting involved in a Voluntary National Review, as underlined above, can be a useful way not only of securing recognition of the work of libraries, but also of obtaining commitments to provide support and building your contacts in government and across civil society.

To help libraries in countries due to undertake VNRs, IFLA has produced a series of guides to the process to follow, available on our website. The full list of sections will be as follows:

- Part 1: Find out Who’s in Charge
- Part 2: Prepare your Stories
- Part 3: Prepare your Data
- Part 4: Present your Materials
- Part 5: Engage with Decision-Makers
- Part 6: Engage with Partners
- Part 7: Communicate to the Public
- Part 8: Prepare for the High-Level Political Forum
- Part 9: Join the Global Conversation
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